Case Report

The Physiological and Perceptual Stress Response During Data Collection in Altitude: A Single-Case Report of A Healthy Researcher
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Abstract

Environmental conditions such as altitude exposure can lead to diverse physiological adjustments and stimulate a kind of stress response which can be measured with validated biomarkers. Stress negatively affects the cognitive performance and potential increases source of error. The aim of the following case study is to evaluate the physiological stress response of a healthy researcher during the conduct of an extraordinary study in altitude. The study was performed at an altitude of nearly 3000 meters above sea level in a mountain laboratory. Data were compared to conditions in a professional research laboratory and office at 550 meters above sea level. Parameters were mitochondrial activity, salivary cortisol, stress level and body battery collected by a
smartwatch and scores of the daily stress inventory questionnaire. Almost all results showed a similar pattern: Outcomes were slightly impaired during laboratory conditions (LAB), compared to a normal office day in research (NOR). The highest impact on all measured values were observed on the first day of altitude exposure (M1), followed by a recovery until the last mountain day (M4). On the last day (POST), data returned to the level of NOR condition. The results of this case report show, that researching in altitude exposure can lead to an increased stress response. Particularly during data collection in such extraordinary study conditions, great attention must be given to prevent errors. Previously performed acclimatization procedures on the researcher might influence the results.
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1. Introduction
Physiological adjustments, such as increased heart rate, cardiac output, decrease in hemoglobin oxygen saturation and peripheral resistance can be observed in altitude exposure [1, 2]. Terrestrial altitude exposure stimulates a stress response in the human body. Validated biomarkers, which are affected as a result of this stress responses are cortisol levels, mitochondrial function, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma coactivator (PGC-1α) and the bioenergetic health index (BHI) [3-5]. The release of cortisol is considered to be a reliable measure of hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis and has been shown to be related to the experience or anticipation of stress [6, 7]. PGC-1α has been demonstrated to play a central role in mitochondrial biogenesis, providing energy for most cellular functions [8, 9]. The BHI represents a dynamically sensitive indicator to oxidative stress in human monocytes and is calculated based on basal respiratory, proton leak, maximal oxygen consumption, ATP production, reserve respiratory capacity and non-mitochondrial respiration [10]. Acute stress on healthy humans can cause a multitude of unfavorable health consequences both on physical and mental functioning [11].

Currently, research focuses on the impact of hypoxia on participants during altitude exposure but not on the examiner. The environmental conditions as well as the work-related stress itself can affect the researcher and probably influence the measurements and results. To our knowledge, no study has focused on different stress biomarkers from a healthy researcher yet, during study execution in altitude. Therefore, the aim of our case report is to evaluate the stress response of a healthy researcher, while conducting a large-scale study under extraordinary conditions, using objective and subjective assessments in altitude in comparison to normal laboratory conditions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Study design
Data collection took place within one month: at a normal office day in research (NOR) which acted as the control condition, at a day in the laboratory where usual research measurements were conducted (LAB), at four consecutive days at the mountain laboratory (M1 until M4) and a three-day post-altitude follow-up in normal research office working conditions (POST) as seen in Figure 1.
Abbreviations: Q, Questionnaires; NOR, normal office day; LAB, laboratory measurements; M1, mountain measurements day 1; M2, mountain measurements day 2; M3, mountain measurements day 3; M4, mountain measurements day 4; POST, normal office day after mountain exposure.

Figure 1: Study plan.

All samplings at 550 m above sea level (NOR, LAB, POST) corresponded to a professional research laboratory respectively in the nearby office (Landquart, CH-7302, Switzerland). The laboratory has the following dimensions: 7m x 14m x 2.5m and the environmental conditions can be controlled.

Data from the mountain measuring days (M1, M2, M3 and M4) were collected at an altitude of 2972 m above sea level in the mountain laboratory, where the hypobaric hypoxia measurement took place (Diavolezza, CH-7504 Pontresina, Switzerland). The mountain laboratory room had a size of about 4m x 5m x 2.3m. The transport, as well as the complete assembly of all devices, were carried out independently by the research team. To ensure a balance of strong temperature fluctuations, the room was heated in the mornings and the windows were temporarily darkened to minimize daily solar radiation. On each mountain day were five measurements from the large-scale study performed with an average duration of 1h 32min (total measurement time/day: 7h 42min).

2.2 Subject description
The subject of this case report is a healthy 37-years-old male research collaborator. The subject is a non-smoker and does not use any medication. The validated Copenhagen Psychosocial Questionnaire (COPSOQ) showed a low mental stress at baseline [12]. No surgical, psychosocial, or depressive disorder nor relevant medical history existed neither for the subject nor in the family history. No excessive physical activity nor caffeine consumption were permitted. The subject was asked to maintain his usual daily activities and habits during the investigation period.

2.3 Instrumentation
For the containment of the COVID-19 pandemic, all applicable federal regulations were considered.
2.3.1 Mitochondrial activity: For determination of the total number of mitochondrial cells, BHI and PGC-1α, a venous blood sample (±6 mL) was taken from the median cubital vein. This was performed by a professionally trained medical person (LF) at the same time of each measuring day. The analysis of the mitochondrial activity is based on the integrity of the mitochondrial membrane. After fluorescent coloration of the mitochondrial cells, cytometric determination was conducted.

2.3.2 Saliva cortisol: The saliva cortisol levels were assessed, as suggested, always at the evening of the corresponding measurement day before going to bed, ideally from 8:25 PM to 12:00 PM [13]. Saliva collection was performed at the earliest 30 minutes after ingestion of solid and liquid food. Previously, the oral cavity was rinsed with tap water for about one minute. Through a straw, ±3 mL saliva was gathered into two tubes. Then, the closed saliva tubes were stored in the refrigerator until dispatch to the external laboratory (Biovis Diagnostik MVZ GmbH, Limburg an der Lahn, Germany).

2.3.3 Smartwatch tracking: Heart rate, breathing and sleep were recorded during the whole day and the following night by a smartwatch (VENU, Garmin Ltd., Olathe, Kansas, USA). For the outcomes of interest (body battery and validated stress level) the manufacturers’ specific algorithms were used [14, 15].

2.3.4 Questionnaire: In the evening of each measurement day, the subject was also asked to complete the German version of the Daily Stress Inventory (DSI). The DSI includes an assessment of 58 potentially stressful everyday events of the past 24 h plus a well-being questionnaire [16]. The questionnaire was demonstrated to be reliable and valid to assess to individual impact of relatively minor stressful events [17].

2.4 Data reporting
Outcomes are presented as raw (absolute) data except the data of body battery and stress level from the smartwatch tracking. Results were described descriptively.

3. Results
3.1 Mitochondrial activity
The values of all blood mitochondrial samples are presented in Figure 2. The baseline values in NOR showed the highest total number of intact mitochondrial cells (97%), with only 3% being damaged. During LAB, the total number of intact mitochondrial cells decreased slightly to 95%. The lowest value of the total number of intact mitochondrial cells was observed in M1, where only 73% of the mitochondrial cells was intact. Of the remaining 27% damaged mitochondrial cells, 95% are irreversibly damaged and 5% are reversible. In other words, 22% of the intact mitochondrial cells were destroyed during six days (from LAB to M1). However, in the POST condition, mitochondrial cells recovered nearly to baseline values (96%).
Abbreviations: *, reversible damaged; **, irreversible damaged; NOR, normal office day; LAB, laboratory measurements; M1, mountain measurements day 1; POST, normal office day after mountain exposure.

Figure 2: Number of total mitochondrial cells.

The BHI in NOR was 1.88 and slightly decreased in the LAB condition to 1.85. On M1, the lowest BHI was assessed with a value of 1.58. (as seen in Table 1). The values from the basal respiration, the maximal oxygen consumption, the reserve respiratory capacity, and the non-mitochondrial respiration were increased during LAB compared to NOR. The lowest value was observed on M1. The ATP production showed a similar pattern like the BHI: from NOR (90.4%) to LAB (86.98%) to M1 (86.26%) the value decreased continuously. In contrast, the lowest value of the proton leak is seen in NOR (9.6%) and increased during LAB (13.02%). The highest value is observed on M1 (13.74%). For the POST-condition, no BHI levels could be investigated because the laboratory was not able to isolate enough stimulable cells from the venous blood sample. PGC-1α in NOR condition were observed as “expressed” and in M1 and LAB as “not expressed” (Table 1). Indicating, that the regulation of mitochondrial biogenesis was decreased during altitude and laboratory measurements.
Table 1: Bioenergetic health index and PGC-1α.

### 3.2 Saliva cortisol

All results from the saliva cortisol samples are depicted in Figure 3. A strong increase can be seen from NOR (0.24 µg/l) to M1 (0.52 µg/l), which also reflects the highest values throughout the measurements. In M3, the saliva cortisol levels decreased to 0.42 µg/l from M1 and M2. Contrary to our expectations, the LAB-day showed lower cortisol values (0.12 µg/l) compared to NOR. In the POST condition, saliva cortisol decreased to 0.10 µg/l.
Abbreviations: NOR, normal office day; LAB, laboratory measurements; M1, mountain measurements day 1; M3, mountain measurements day 3; POST, normal office day after mountain exposure.

**Figure 3:** Salivary cortisol.

### 3.3 Smartwatch tracking

All outcomes of the Garmin smartwatch tracking are displayed in Figure 4. The stress level value during the LAB condition (stress level: 28) was decreased compared to NOR (stress level: 20). The highest level of stress was observed again during M1 (stress level: 44) and decreased through the altitude exposure (M4, stress level: 25). Again, during the POST condition, the values decreased to a stress level of 16.

The results of the body battery demonstrated an inverse-pattern compared to the stress level assessment. During NOR, the body battery was recorded a value of 60/100, whilst the lowest value was observed during M2 (body battery: 12/100), after the most demanding measurement day. However, after M2, the subject’ body battery started to increase (M3, M4, body battery: 35/100, 48/100) and reached the highest values during POST (body battery: 72/100).
3.4 Questionnaire

The highest result of the DSI, indicating most daily stress inventory, was identified in the LAB condition with a score of 31 points (Figure 5). A slight increase in daily stress inventory can be seen during M1 (28 points) and M3 (16 points) compared to NOR (9 points). POST-day demonstrated the lowest stress score of 7 points, indicating that the DSI was even lower than baseline.

**Figure 4:** Stress level and body battery.
Abbreviations: DSI, Daily Stress Inventory; NOR, normal office day; LAB, laboratory measurements; M1, mountain measurements day 1; M3, mountain measurements day 3; POST, normal office day after mountain exposure.

**Figure 5:** Daily Stress Inventory.

**4. Discussion**

The aim of this case study was to assess the physiological stress response from a healthy researcher during measurements in altitude. In general, the results of the current case report show that, research under altitude exposure can lead to an increased stress response compared to normal laboratory conditions (LAB). The POST-measurements demonstrated that the subject recovered from the objective and subjective stress response. The total number of intact mitochondrial cells at M1 dropped below the value in NOR, which indicates, that the environment and stress due to the research on the mountain might have a strong impact on mitochondrial functioning, compared to all other conditions. A low number of mitochondrial cells is an important indicator for depressive disorders and lack of concentration but also represents the possible attendance of diseases like chronic fatigue syndrome, burnout, neurodegenerative-, cardiovascular diseases and metabolic syndrome [8, 18]. During all conditions, BHI values were below the normal range (normal value >2.00). This reduced index indicates, that the subject started already at the beginning of the examination with an insufficient capacity to generate enough ATP [19]. NOR measurement of PGC-1α showed regular values and decreased in M1 as well as during
LAB. In case of a decreased number of mitochondrial cells, PGC-1α is an key regulator for induction of the mitochondrial biogenesis [20, 21]. Unfortunately, due to missing data of the PGC-1α in the POST condition, the effect of altitude exposure on the mitochondrial biogenesis remains unclear.

The negative effect from stress on different body functions has been frequently studied [22-26]. An above-average release of hormones such as cortisol are negatively associated with cognitive performance [6, 27]. Therefore, the impact from stress on researcher should be paid sufficient attention. Perhaps, sources of error could increase due to the combination of stress and environmental conditions. The observed mitochondrial function of this case report demonstrates the changes of these parameters in altitude exposure. Future studies should focus on the impact of an acclimatization period on the physiological and perceptual response of the researcher.

5. Conclusion
The results of our case report show, that physiological and subjective responses during measurements under hypoxia provoke stress and can potentially affect the cognitive performance of a researcher. The return to baseline stress values suggests a full recovery of the subject after altitude exposure.
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